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This edition of Channel, the newsletter 0“ th‘: Centre of Computing Services and Telecommunications, is the first 
being distributed to the students of the University. 11 therefore provides an opportunity for me to once again welcome 
you to the Hong K.ong University of Science and Technology. As our first class, you are very special to all of us 
who have worked over the past several yt*arh to make this dream a reality. \Vhen you complete your studies, I am 
sure you will agree that you have had an cx~.~~ptioiial lclrning opportunity. We want your years at the University 
to be as special and memorable to you, #is you ~$11 be to us. 

Computer technology will play an important rdle in naking the HKUST experience vital and meaningful. Computers 
have become a pervasive and essential c )mponcnr of our increasingly technological society, with applications to 
nearly every ahpect of our working and llcr>onal loves. IIKUST has a mandate to be a world class technological 
university, and so it has a special respon;ibll;ty tc ensure that its graduates are not merely computer literate, but 
skilled in, the many aspects and uses of {his technology. 

From the ear!icst days of planning for this cainpus, 1 u anrcd to ensure that students and staff alike would have access 
to state-of-the-art computer and telecomm\lnic ation technology. To achieve this, we made a University-wide computer 
network an integral part of the campus d<asign. As a result of thes: early efforts, our campus today has one of the 
most advancthd network systems in the v orl,i, scr ing not only the aiatlcmic facilities and administrative offices, 
but providing even student and staff r-es] 3cr!:c _ b a( cess to our corrlpulcr resources 

Computers and related tLbchnologies arc, b)f (curse only tools. It i< uiltit wt’ do with them that makes a diffcrcncc 
in our own 11~‘~‘s and the communities in whi<h wi’ live During thtx nc:,t few years, II is your responsibility, vv’ith 
the guidance and assistance of our excelicr:t ‘... ,‘f.adcniic anii support stdl, 1,) m&c the bcht use of the92 tools to fu:thcr 

your educati~~ri and przpar,: yourselves t )r l:adcr~h~p iii the year\ to conic. 
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A brand new university, 
a brand new learning environment - 

a few words of welcome to the 
First Class of HKUST 

Prof Chih-Yung Chien, Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs 

Welcome to the First Class of the University. You are very 
special because you have no predecessors; you arc the ones 
to set the standards for subsequent years. 

Awaiting the First Class of students are excellent opportunities 
for learning, in terms of facilities and resources, and the quality 
as well as the range of expertise of the faculty. I hope that 
the lucky few in the First Class will value the special op- 
portunities and make good use of them. 

Even those who are familiar with computers, will also have 
new experiences. Learning about the computer, finding out 
what it can do, and then writing programs are very different 
from using the application software and the network services 
that are available to help you with your studies. It is the latter 
that is vital to students. We do not expect all our students 
to become programmers but we do expect you all to be 
proficient users of the computing environment made available 
by the University. 

In the 1980’s we have seen rapid advances in the capacity The Centre for Computer Services and Telecommunications 
and speed of the computer. We already know about the impact (CCST) will provide many training opportunities to help you 
of the computer on areas such as the electronic office, the become familar with the electronic mail system, and common 
home computer centre, the cashless society and the automated application software. The former will allow students to com- 
factory. The 1990’s will see even more rapid developments. municate with their tutors and fellow-students through the 
It will be an era of massive information explosion. Proficiency computer. The latter includes common software for 
in the use of the computer in processing the volumes of wordprocessing, and for handling databases and spreadsheet 
information we receive will be essential, be it at work, at home preparation. In addition, there will be numerous specialized 
during our leisure time, or at school. software to assist students in their academic work. 

Through the use of computers, people in finance, business 
or industry today can very quickly obtain information to help 
them make better decisions and quick transactions. In industry, 
the computer is widely used in the design of machinery and 
equipment, as well as the analyses of masses of data, or the 
working of complicated scientific calculations. Computerized 
machinery also helps to increase productivity. In short, no 
matter which field we are in, if we wish to be effective and 
competitive, it is vital that we are familiar with computers 
and application software. 

With the availability of computers and training, and the need 
to use computing in real contexts, through assignments and 
projects, no student will be denied the opportunity to learn 
skills that will benefit them for a long long time. For hands- 
on experience, you can either use your own computers or 
computers in the ‘Computer Barns’ and Department Terminal 
Rooms. Advanced learners may have access to a wide range 
of software and network services. You will be only limited 
by your own dedication and imagination. 

For most of you who come to the University direct from 
secondary schools, handling the computer will be an exciting 
new experience. They are faithful friends of yours which can 
help you solve problems and explore new knowledge. 

The University aims at training you not only to excel in your 
own discipline, but also to be knowledgeable in a broad 
spectrum of disciplines. Computer literacy is indispensible to 
achieving this goal. 

Welcome aboard, and have fun! 
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You Can Make The Dreams Come True 

Welcome - new students of the first class of the Hong Kong 
University of Science and Technology. As our Vice Chancellor 
and President, Professor Chia Wei Woo, has stated in his 
earlier comments “We want your years at the University to 
be as special and memorable to you as they will be to us”. 
We staff members in the Centre of Computing Services and 
Telecommunications have been hard at work over the past 
two years or more to develop a world class computing 
environment as modern as any to be found. We believe that 
we have been successful in implementing the first stages of 
this advanced environment and we look forward to extending 
and enhancing it over the next three years - during which you 
will attend HKUST. 

microprocessors will alter 
many of our lifestyles and 
eliminate many problems. In 
about 15 years microprocessors 

Our computing environment is based on evolutionary 
developments in computing technology and the computer 
industry which seem to have accelerated over the past several 
years. The computing environment of the future will consist 
of networked collections of small but powerful computing 
machines communicating with each other and often working 
cooperatively on a single problem. The key component to 
make this futuristic computing environment viable is a very 
fast computing network. Related components of nearly equal 
importance are the “network computing software systems” 
which control and regulate network access and manage the 
sharing of resources and components. The goal and direction 
of HKUST’s developing computing environment is to achieve 
stable operation of these two related technologies. On our 
campus, you will utilize one of the largest FDDI computing 
networks which exists in the world today. FDDI, the Fibre 
Distributed Data Interface, is the acronym for the 1OOMB optic 
fibreda~networkwhichpromisestorevolutionizecomputing 
and become the accepted standard for the decade of the 90’s. 
It is very fast ! Also while at HKUST you will become 
acquainted with systems such as ATHENA and the Distributed 
Computing Environment (DCE) of the Open Systems 
Foundation (OSF). These are the network computing software 
systems mentioned above. They will allow you to do such 
things as obtain supercomputer-class performance from the 
workstation or PC at your fingertips by recruiting other available 
systems on the network to work on your computing problems. 

(i.e. computers) will be available which will be sufficiently 
powerful (about 1000 MIPS) and sufficiently small (the size 
of a pack of cigarettes or maybe even a very large button) 
to clip on your shirt lapel (with an earplug in one ear) and 
translate any one of the world’s languages into any other. Of 
course, with this technology it will be very easy to speak 
Cantonese into the telephone and have good (but perhaps not 
perfect) Japanese come out the other end. In the future, many 
information systems will be voice directed. Upon arising in 
the morning we will command the computer to fix the coffee, 
get our sister on the telephone, and bring up any messages 
(which might be in voice, written, or full motion video format) 
for consideration. We will direct the computer to formulate 
a reply perhaps asking it for advice on some business strategy. 
The computer will then bring forward the news events which 
happened worldwide during your sleep carefully ordering the 
items to suit your personal preference. Business news or sports 
first? 

What does all this have to do with you - the first class of 
students at HKUST? You are the people whom we believe 
(and hope!) will make all these dreams happen. This new 
technological age requires Engineers, Scientists, Business 
leaders and executives, and Humanists and Philosophers who 
can understand, work with, and develop these new technologies, 
and also help society to adapt to their use! We believe that 
HKUST will provide you with the ideal training ground to 
eventually accomplish these things. I hope you will all take 
advantage of it. 

Over your next three years at HKUST, you will find the 
opportunity to utilize the computing systems in many of your 
classes. In addition there are non-credit introductions to many 
computing topics offered regularly by the Centreof Computing 
Services and Telecommunications. Take advantage of all 
these opportunities to utilize this very advanced computing 
environment. You will not regret it! 

Everyone knows that the world is being revolutionized by We have been anxiously awaiting your arrival for a long time, 
information technology, but the transformations which will you are most welcome. We look forward to meeting you and 
take place over the next several decades will be much more working with you in the future. Best wishes on you next three 
revolutionary still. Just think about it! Purpose-built years at HKUST. 

Dr. William M. Ivey, Director of Computing Services and 
Telecommunications 
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When You Are New to CCST 

Welcome to the Centre of Computing Services & Telecom- 
munications! 

For you new to this university, CCST is a service department 
whose importance will be immediately felt. In your daily work 
or study, CCST provides you an advanced computer 
environment to help you accomplish your tasks. 

Off Hand You Have . . . 

Once in the university, staff and students will 
be able to enjoy the convenience of advanced 
computing, including: 

- Free computer access 

- A variety of central facilities including Y 

minicomputers, workstations and mi- 
croprocessors in offices and various locations 

- Special&d computing facilities in various departments 
on top of the standard central facilities for the use of 
staff and postgraduates 

- Network capability linking computers in all depart- 
ment buildings and housing units of staff and students, 
and, offering network linkage to nearly everywhere in 
the world through BITNET 

- A number of network services including electronic 
mail, electronic bulletin board, file transfer across dif- 
ferent platforms, etc 

- Tailor-made administrative systems for administrative 
staff of the university. Currently the systems help in 
areas related to students, financial matters, personnel, 
purchasing and inventory, estate management, etc 

- Academic systems for teaching and research purposes 
in CAD/CAM, graphics, scientific computation, simu- 
lation and modeling, etc 

- A computer barn and several computer laboratories and 
departmental terminal rooms for teaching and student 
use 

As our users you need not worry about the centrally maintained 
hardware and software because our engineers will make sure 
that they work as they should be. 

Whenever problems come up in using our machines, systems 
and office tools, university staff can seek help from CCST 

by phone or in person. With user consulting all day long, 
staff can be assured that they will be well supported with 
everything concerning the centre’s computers and services. 

For staff users who may not know computer or the usage of 
certain office tools, CCST launches a number of computer 
training courses on a regular basis. Coming up will be 
orientation programs for student users as well to familiarize 
themselves with the computer resources and set-up in the 
university. 

Training courses get one started, but when one wants to know 
more about the computer resources around him, or, when he 
tries to solve a particular computing problem on his own, he 
might want to look up some computer manuals himself. CCST 
maintains a small library of documentation, procured from 
vendors or locally written by the centre, for reference pur- 
poses. 

At start, our systems are mainly in English, but we have placed 
it our mission to eventually equip many of the systems with 
English-Chinese bilingual capabilities. 

Our Network 

To cater for the various needs in teaching, research and 
administration, different computer platforms are supported on 
the network. Currently thereareVAX/VMS,UNIX, MS-DOS 
and Macintosh. 

In order that the computing resources on the platforms can 
be conveniently and reliably accessible to all users virtually 
anywhere in the campus, the state-of-the-art 1OOM bits-per- 
second Fibre Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) backbone 
network is implemented. Independent processors including 
minicomputers, workstations and microcomputers are linked 
to the FDDI backbone network, providing central computing 
resources to the university through academic and administra- 
tive buildings to staff quarters and student dormitories. Further, 
the FDDI dual ring has a fault-tolerance capability with a 
redundant ring when path failure occurs. With this, a high 
degree of reliability of the university network is ensured. 

In this network architecture, the PathWORKS networking 
software enables e-mail, terminal sessions, file services, print 
services, X-windows sessions, and the like be used across the 
different platforms. The menu system developed by CCST 
further enhances an integrated, user-friendly environment for 
you to access the various services on the network. 

Our university computing environment is also a distributed 
environment based on the client-server model. In this dis- 
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tributed computing environment, one server serves multiple 
clients on a network. Front-end processing is performed on 
desktop workstations, access to the servers is initiated only 
when need arises, thus relieving much load of the servers. 

VAX & UNIX Network Servers 

Currently 3 dual-host VAX servers are provided on the net- 
work. They are VAX 4000 Model 200 and Model 300clusters. 
On the side of UNIX, 4 servers are available: SUN Spare 2, 
SUN SparcSLC, DECstation 5000 Model 200 and HP9000 
Model 750. 

Laser printers and small plotters are hooked to the network. 
Printing of files is easy through the PathWORKS Print Man- 
ager software on the VAX computers. Output from PCs, 
Macintoshes and UNIX workstations can be sent to networked 
laser printers in any office of the university. High-speed large 
volume printing and plotting are centrally provided in CCST. 

Microcomputing Resources 

For ordinary office use, IBM-compatible 386 PC-family 
microcmputers are provided for a variety of computing ac- 
tivities: word processing, spreadsheet development, database 
management, and so on. For academic users and others with 
high computation needs, 486 PC-family microcomputers are 
available. 

AppleMacintosh microcomputers including SE,LC,IIsi,IIcx, 
IIfx are available for word processing, graphics, spreadsheet 
development, desktop publishing, and multimedia applica- 
tions. 

All PCs and Mac’s are connected to host machines via the 
network. Users can route their print-outs to laser printers in 
their offices. 

** 

Here are some common questions a user would ask about 
CCST and the use of computer in the university. Please 
feedback if you have yours to supplement. 

Q: Where is CCST? 

A: The general reception of CCST 
is at Room 1044. It is on the 
1st floor of the right hand side 
of the Atrium, just get on the 
escalatoratt.heAtrium, tumright 

and walk in. There you can easily find the User Con- 
sultationTeam, the interface of CCST with general users. 

Q: How can I call up CCST? 

A: You are welcome to call up, send electronic mail or FAX 
messages to the centre. You can find a list of numbers 
and e-mail accounts on the last page of this newsletter. 
Do let us know your comments and suggestions about 
the facilities and services CCST provides. Also, do not 
hesitate to contribute to this newsletter to share with all 
your computing experience. 

Q: Am I eligible for using the computers? 

A: You can access the central VAX/VMS and UNIX re- 
sources via the network from microcomputers or 
workstations in university departments and various IJ- 
cations in the campus, if you are a staff member or a 
student of the university. 

‘Q: H ow can I use the central computers? 

A: To use the VAX/VMS system, one needs to have a user 
account on the system. To use the UNIX system, a 
separate user account on the UNIX system is required. 

For staff, application for user accounts and other account 
related matters should be sent to CCST through the 
Departmental Computer Coordinators in their depart- 
ments. 

On the other hand, students are granted one or more 
computer accounts when they are admitted to the uni- 
versity. The number of accounts one student holds and 
the disk quota of each account are allocated according 
to curricular needs predetermined by his Head of Depart- 
ment. 

Q: How many computer laboratories are there I can use? 

A: There are five kinds of computer laboratories and terminal 
rooms managed by CCST: 

(1) Computer Barn (Rm 4382) - 

The computer barn is partitioned into 2 zones: 

. Zone A is ideal for classroom teaching, with 40 
PCs facing a big RGB projection screen in the 
front. This zone is available for class booking 
by departments. 

. Zone B is comprised of 40 user stations open 
for individual access. 
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Consultation service is provided in this laboratory. 
Please refer to page 2 for the consultation hours of 
this laboratory. 

(2) Scientific Computation Research Laboratory 
(Rm 4332) - 

Initially, the laboratory is equipped with one HP 
Apollo 9000/750 CRX and three 9000/730 CRY 
workstations, and is mainly for supporting research 
and postgraduate teaching. 

(3) Business Computing Laboratory (Rm 4334) - 

The laboratory is set in a classroom environment. 
Equipped with 30 Macintosh LCs for students and 
one Macintosh IIsi for the instructor, the laboratory 
is open for class booking by departments as well as 
individual access. 

Consultation service is provided in this laboratory. 
Please refer to page 2 for the consultation hours of 
this laboratory. 

(4) Departmental Terminal Rooms 
(Rm 4334,4376 and 4377) - 

Three terminal rooms are set up by CCST and science 
and engineering departments for the use of faculties 
and higher-degree research students. 

(5) Departmental Computer Laboratories - 

Some departments have their own computer labo- 
ratories set up for teaching and research purposes. 
Such laboratories may include special hardware and 
software to meet the specific needs of the depart- 
ments. 

Q: What are my responsiblities in using the computers? 

A: Computing facilities are provided to University members 
only. Users must observe rules and regulations governing 
the use and provision of central computing facilities and 
services as specified by the University Computer Com- 
mittee and the Director of CCST. 

It is essential for all who use the facilities and services 
to observe acceptable standards of behaviour. This will 
help ensure that hardware, software, and data are pro- 
tected against damage, unauthorized use, theft, and 
fraudulent manipulation. Misuse of the computers in- 
cludes: 

% Using someone’s account without proper authoriza- 
tion 

$( Using any account for unauthorized non-university- 
related purposes 

j( Copying copyrighted microcomputing or mainframe 
software 

% Spreading maliciously of computer viruses 

The Director of the Centre reserves the right to restrict 
a user’s access to the Centre’s computer systems and 
services as deemed necessary. Unauthorized use of any 
computing resources and malicious destruction/removal/ 
modification of equipment and software may cause sus- 
pension of the use of the Centre’s computers, and the 
persons related to such misuse or abuse of computing 
facilities and services might face prosecution. 

The Centre will close a user’s accounts when he leaves 
the University. User data should be taken care of by the 
user himself before deletion of user accounts take place. 

** ** ** ** ** 

It is not long for CCST to develop herself to serve the user 
community in the university. Within a relatively short period 
of 2 years or so, CCST has grown to a 4-team organization 
structure ready to offer services in all aspects of computing 
and telecommunications. With her university computing and 
telecommunications strategies formulated and the computing 
and service infrastructures developed, CCST now proudly 
announces: “We are well prepared to serve you.” 

0 cl 0 cl cl 

CCST Hotline Is Up 

The CCST hotline 6200 is now in operation. Please call the 
hotline for enquiries on computing services and assistance. 
The staff on duty will record and handle your requests as soon 
as possible. The operation hours of the hotline are as follows: 

Monday to Friday 9:00 a.m. - 12:45 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 

Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 11:45 p.m. 
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UPGC Visit 

The Universities and Polytechnics Grant Committee (UPGC) visited the University on August 30,9 1. Dr. W. Max Ivey, 
Director of CST, described to members of the Committee the computing environment of HKUST and also computing 
facilities available to staff and students. 

During the tour to thecentre, Dr. Ivey showed to members the different network equipment and how the campus network 
could be monitored using network management software. 

Picture 1. Dr. W.M. Ivey, DCST, explained the HKUSTCampus Networkconfiguration to the UPGC members 
and senior staff members of the university. 

Picture 2. The audience listened to the presentation by DCST with interest. 
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Centre of Computing Services and 
Telecommunications. . . . 

E-mail 
Phone address 

Director Dr. Wm. Max Ivey 6182 ccmax 

Mgr. Systems & Mr. Lawrence Law 6201 cclaw 
Operations 

Mgr. Information Mr. William Tung 6221 ccbtung 
systems 

Mgr. CIC Mr. Danny Tang 624 1 ccdanny 

Mgr. Systems Mr. Michael Tang 6261 ccwclang 
Engineering 

Editor of Channel Miss Esther Chan 6242 ccesther 

FAX 358 0967 
Dialup 358 2440 
Computer Operation 6220 
SE workshop 6280 

The telephone extensions are (852) 358-xxxx. 
The BITNZZT addresses are E-mail &es@usthk.BITNET 
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Channel Mailing List 

A mailing list is maintained for the distribution of 
Channel. To be placed on the mailing list*, fill out this 
form completely and mail to the Computing Information 
Centre, CCST, Clear Water Bay Road, Hong Kong. 
Please print clearly. 

0 Add my address to the mailing list 

0 Address change (write new address below) 

17 Remove my name from the mailing list 

Name : 

Organization : 

Address : 

*Registeredusers of the CCSTsetvices areplacedautomathily 
on th8 mailing list. 


